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Abstract

HOOMD-blue is the first general purpose MD code built from theground up for GPU acceleration, and has been actively developed
since March 2007. It supports a variety of force fields and integrators targeted at soft-matter simulations. As an open source project,
numerous developers have contributed useful feature additions back to the main code. High performance is the first design priority
in HOOMD-blue development. Over the years, we have rewritten core computation kernels several times to obtain the best possible
performance on each GPU hardware generation. Ease of use is the second priority. Python job scripts allow users to easily
configure and control their simulations. Good object-oriented software engineering practices ensure that HOOMD-blue’s code is
easy to extend, both for the users and developers. Extensivevalidation tests show that HOOMD-blue produces correct results.
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1. Overview

HOOMD-blue is a Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation
package written for graphics processing units (GPUs). It isa
flexible code capable of executing many types of simulations
with a variety of force fields. Every step of the computation is
performed on the GPU and tuned for maximum performance.
HOOMD-blue executes typical benchmarks on a single GPU
at the same performance as 64–128 CPU cores on a cluster.
Many researchers take advantage of this to replace their clusters
with inexpensive workstations, while others are using clusters
of GPUs to explore larger regions of phase space or compute
better statistics than was previously possible.

HOOMD-blue is open-source software. Anyone may down-
load the code [1] and use it under a permissive license. Re-
cently, it has been used to study polymer self-assembly [2–10],
polymer scaling laws [11–14], nanoparticle self-assembly [15–
19], nanoparticle formation [20–22], patterns formed by lig-
ands grafted to nanoparticles [23–25], complex fluids [26–
32], DNA-directed self-assembly [33–36], dynamics of non-
equilibrium systems [37–40], to determine thermodynamic
properties of nanoparticles [41, 42], as a testbed for new tem-
perature sampling methods [43], to study the properties of
droplets on solid surfaces [44], and protein folding [45].

HOOMD-blue began development in March, 2007 shortly af-
ter the release of NVIDIA CUDA version 0.8 beta. After one
summer’s work, an initial working implementation was bench-
marked and the algorithms published [46]. The initial code re-
lease, version 0.6.0, is little more than a benchmark code, with
all routines in C++ and only basic support for the Lennard-
Jones pair potential, harmonic bonds, and Nosé-Hoover ther-
mostat. Since then, it has grown into a large codebase with
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many features and the associated documentation.Figure 1
shows how the number of lines of code and documentation have
increased over time.

Today, HOOMD-blue version 0.11.3 is a capable general
purpose MD tool geared toward soft-matter and coarse-grained
simulations. It supports

• Lennard-Jones, Gaussian, CGCMM, Morse, Yukawa,
EAM, and interpolated table pair forces

• Long range electrostatics via PPPM

• Harmonic, FENE, and interpolated bond forces

• Harmonic and CGCMM angle, dihedral, and improper
forces

• NVE, Nosé-Hoover and Berendsen NVT, NPT, NPH,
Langevin dynamics, DPD, and energy minimization for
particles

• NVE, NVT, NPT, NPH, and energy minimization for rigid
bodies

• 2D and 3D simulations

• Constraint that fixes a subset of particles onto the surface
of a sphere

• Built-in initialization of random polymer systems

• IMD communication with VMD for visualization of sim-
ulations in real-time

• XML, DCD, MOL2, and PDB output file formats

A thriving community makes use of and develops for
HOOMD-blue. From April 4 2011 through Jun 6 2013 a total
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Figure 1: Lines of code in the master branch of HOOMD-blue as afunction of date.Code counts the total lines of C++ and python code, not counting comments
and blank lines,Developer documentation counts the lines of comments in the C++ code, andUser documentation counts the number of comment lines processed
into the user manual. Lines wrap at 120 characters and the spikes on the graph are the result of merging large feature branches or patches into the master branch.

of 2568 unique IPs have downloaded the software (seeFigure 2
for a complete history); that is an average of 3 new downloads
per day. Of those, 516 came back and downloaded updated ver-
sions. As of this writing, 45 peer-reviewed articles have been
published that utilized HOOMD-blue to perform simulations
and there are 198 members on the mailing list and 408 threads
of conversation since its creation.

In the next release, version 1.0, we plan to add optimiza-
tions for the latest hardware generation, MPI scaling to multi-
ple GPUs in a cluster, improved documentation, fast access to
particle data for analysis tools, an improved binary dump file
format, full double precision computations, triclinic unit cells,
NPT integration that varies box angles, and interpolated table
angle and dihedral potentials.

The predecessor of HOOMD-blue went by the name
HOOMD and was developed at Iowa State University by Joshua
A. Anderson and Alex Travesset. While at Iowa State, three ma-
jor versions of the code were released: version 0.6.0 in Febru-
ary 2008, 0.7.0 in August 2008, and 0.8.0 in December 2010.
Version 0.6.0 is the initial release of the benchmark code used
in preparing ref. [46]. Version 0.7.0 is the first that implements
Python job scripts. Version 0.8.0 is the first to include specific
optimizations for G200 GPUs.

Development moved to the University of Michigan in Au-
gust 2009 and the code changed its name to HOOMD-blue.
At Michigan, Joshua A. Anderson continues as the lead de-
veloper for the project, now working with Sharon C. Glotzer
and her research group. Six other groups have contributed to
the project. Three major releases of HOOMD-blue have been
made out of Michigan: Version 0.9.0 in May 2010, 0.10.0 in
December 2011, and 0.11.0 in July 2012. Version 0.9.0 is the
first to include optimizations for the GF100 GPUs. Version

0.10.0 adds the capability of simulating rigid bodies [47]. Ver-
sion 0.11.0 adds many usability enhancements, NPH integra-
tion, and computation of the pressure tensor. Nine other minor
releases along the way offer new features, bug fixes, and perfor-
mance enhancements.

Over the course of the six years of HOOMD-blue develop-
ment, NVIDIA has released four generations of hardware. Each
introduces new features that are important to HOOMD-blue.
G80 is the first processor capable of performing general pur-
pose computations (GPGPU) with NVIDIA CUDA. G200 ex-
pands on G80 with more registers, atomic operations, and re-
laxed coalescing rules. GF100 is a radical redesign, the first
that fully caches all memory loads in a L1/L2 cache hierarchy.
GK110 expands on GF100 with increased parallelism, more
registers, and a host of other capabilities.

Each new generation expands on the maximum throughput
capabilities of its predecessors. G80 is capable of 350 GFLOPs,
G200 boosts that to 622, GF100 pushes 1500, and GK110 at-
tains an impressive 3950 GFLOPs [48]. Smaller steps have
been made in between the performance doubling major gen-
erations, such as G92 and GF104. These chips are cut down
versions of the flagship for the lower cost market segment.

HOOMD-blue is an easy to use (section 2), flexible, and fast
simulation tool. This paper discusses all of the work that has
been put into HOOMD-blue. Much of the work has imple-
mented capabilities needed to enable science (section 3). Just
as much of a focus is put on maintaining and increasing perfor-
mance (section 4). When using a fast simulation engine, many
researchers find that the bottleneck to project completion is no
longer the computation itself, but rather the time it takes to con-
figure the runs and analyze the output. As such, the usabilityof
HOOMD-blue (section 5) also receives a great deal of attention.
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Figure 2: Count of publications using HOOMD-blue and downloads since April 2011. Downloads are tracked via web server logs and the counts include all
downloads of HOOMD-blue source code releases, binary packages, and git repository accesses. Accesses by web crawlers and bots are excluded. The green dashed
line shows the number of unique IPs that have downloaded HOOMD-blue. The red dotted line counts the number of IPs that havedownloaded it two or more times.
The solid blue line indicates the number of peer-reviewed publications that have used HOOMD-blue for science.

Over time, newer versions of software and hardware break com-
patibility. A certain level of maintenance (section 6) must be
done to keep everything functioning correctly. Efforts are made
so that HOOMD-blue’s core design is extendable (section 7)
so that users may add their own functionality in plugins, and
so that contributing features is easy. Last, but of no less im-
portance than the first, extensive validation tests (section 8) are
performed to ensure that every single line of code operates cor-
rectly.

2. HOOMD-blue features and usage

HOOMD-blue is a script driven simulation engine. Users
write Python job scripts that configure which capabilities are
enabled, set parameters, and control the progression of therun.
Algorithm 1 is a simple job script that executes the benchmark
used insection 4. Users can enable and configure all HOOMD
features through job script commands.

Scripts are run from the command line, or via a job queue
submission, through the HOOMD-blue executable$ hoomd

script.py. When the job starts, it will scan the computer,
select the fastest available GPU and execute the simulation. If
no GPU is available, the job will run on the CPU. Command
line options and/or script commands can be used to force a par-
ticular mode.

Job script commands are designed to be simple and concise
so that users unfamiliar with Python object oriented code can
learn to use HOOMD-blue quickly. Power users can take ad-
vantage of Python and write advanced job scripts that provide
custom initialization, complex simulation protocols, or analyze
data during the simulation.

Algorithm 1 Lennard-Jones liquid job script

from h o o m d s c r i p t import ∗

# read i n i t i a l c o n f i g u r a t i o n
i n i t . r ead xm l ( f i l e n a m e= ’ i n p u t . xml ’ )

# s e t f o r c e f i e l d
l j = p a i r . l j ( r c u t=3 .0 )
l j . p a i r c o e f f . s e t (’A ’ , ’A ’ ,

e p s i l o n=1 .0 ,
sigma=1 .0 )

n l i s t . s e t p a r a m s ( c h e c kp e r i o d=5)

# s e t NVT i n t e g r a t i o n
a l l = group . a l l ( )
i n t e g r a t e . modes tanda rd ( d t=0 .005)
i n t e g r a t e . nv t ( group=a l l , T=1 .2 , t a u=0 .5 )

run ( 5 0 0 ) # warm up
run (5000 ) # t ime t h i s run
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So, who should use HOOMD-blue? The first consideration
is system size. Peak GPU performance is attained around 5000
to 10000 particles for short ranged forces. Below that, users
should benchmark and see if CPU or GPU runs are more appro-
priate. For example, a hypothetical simulation of 10000 parti-
cles might have a speedup of 64 that decreases to 32 at 5000,
and down again to 10 at 1000. That same simulation with only
100 particles might perform faster on the CPU than the GPU.
On the other end of the spectrum, performance scaling is lin-
ear in N, so relative performance saturates from 10000 particles
on up. However, GPU memory is limited. Typical simulations
with ∼ 100 neighbors per particle can only fit∼ 3000000 parti-
cles on a single 3 GB GPU. Users that want to run simulations
with many millions of particles can use a different MD code
that scales, or wait for HOOMD-blue version 1.0 which will
include MPI domain decomposition [62].

The second consideration is simulation type. HOOMD-blue
is a general purpose code, though it primarily targets soft-matter
and coarse-grained simulations. Users that want to run all-atom
models should use one of the many other MD codes special-
ized for that purpose. We will accept patches that add all-atom
force fields to HOOMD-blue, but we currently have no plans to
implement any ourselves.

If HOOMD-blue doesn’t have the exact potential, file out-
put type, or analysis needed, there is a plugin mechanism by
which users can write their own modules and activate them in
job scripts, seesection 7for more information. In the interests
of improving HOOMD-blue as a whole, we ask that those who
write modules of general interest to the community please ei-
ther make their plugins available open source or submit themto
the developers as patches.

HOOMD-blue is not the only GPU MD code available.
Readers may want to check out the following codes which
may better fit their research. AMBER [49, 50], NAMD [ 51],
FEN ZI [52, 53], and GROMACS [54] are specialty all-atom
MD codes with GPU capabilities. OpenMM [55] is a GPU-
accelerated library that can be called by user code to build
MD simulations. LAMMPS [56] and HOOMD-blue share
many similarities, as we modeled our design on the spirit of
LAMMPS. LAMMPS is more established and has a much
larger feature set that includes GPU acceleration. However,
HOOMD-blue is significantly faster as our entire design is built
around GPU performance from the start. HALMD [57] imple-
ments a variation on HOOMD-blue’s algorithms with double-
single arithmetic. The authors use the code for studying glasses,
and the code supports a few simple LJ-type pair potentials,
NVE and NVT ensembles.

3. Science enabling features

The very first release of HOOMD was little more than a
benchmark code. It was fully functional, for simulations of
bead-spring polymers, but lacked many capabilities that are ex-
pected of a production quality MD code. Namely, the capa-
bilities present in version 0.6.0 include the core particledata
structures, cell list, neighbor list, Lennard-Jones pair force, and
harmonic bond force computations, a Velocity Verlet NVE, and

a Nosé-Hoover NVT integrator. It assumed all particles hada
mass of 1 and computed only forces, not energies.

3.1. Building on a benchmark code

The first features added to HOOMD (while still developed
at Iowa State) resolved these deficiencies and enabled different
types of science to be performed with the code.

Energies do not need to be computed for correct dynamics,
but production use often requires computing them for analy-
sis [8, 15]. Similarly, NVE and NVT do not need the virial
pressure, but is often useful in analysis. HOOMD version 0.7.0
computes these quantities for every particle interaction.They
do not decrease performance because the force computations
are bandwidth bound and there are “free” FLOPs available on
the compute units. To go along with this change, a logging
module tracks the values of thermodynamic quantities over time
and saves them to a file.

The initial benchmark code used a fixed size cell and neigh-
bor list data structure, and simulations would quit with an error
if the size were exceeded. HOOMD version 0.7.0 adapts to any
parameters the user chooses by detecting overflows and resizing
the data structures as needed.

Many studies use Langevin or Brownian dynamics instead
of Nosé-Hoover [4, 8, 17, 24, 26, 38, 39]. A new integrator
class enables this as an option in HOOMD version 0.8.0. It
is no more computationally demanding than Nosé-Hoover, but
the needed parallel random number generation requires careto
implement correctly and with high performance [58].

Researchers often use mean squared displacement to deter-
mine diffusion coefficients and identify crystallization or vitri-
fication events [33–35]. Particle image flags must be tracked in
order to compute the mean squared displacement properly. Ev-
ery integrator in HOOMD version 0.8.0 is modified to update
the image flags whenever a particle crosses the box boundary.It
also includes a simple analysis module that computes the mean
squared displacement and logs it to a file.

Simulations of polymer systems often use FENE bonds and
set the pair cutoff radius for each type pair (instead of glob-
ally) [4, 11, 12, 14, 15, 22]. HOOMD version 0.8.0 enables
these functionalities with an additional bond force class and
modifications to the pair force code.

In many studies, not all particles are the same size [15, 41].
HOOMD version 0.8.1 allows a mass and diameter to be speci-
fied for each particle. It also improves energy conservationwith
shifting and smoothing options for every pair force.

3.2. Additional features

As a general purpose code, most features in HOOMD-blue
are optional and only enabled when needed. We include in the
main code capabilities that are useful for a range of simulations.

HOOMD-blue includes a Gaussian pair potential for general
use [22], a shifted Lennard-Jones potential for use in systems
with varying particle sizes [15, 41], and a table based pair po-
tential for use when there is no functional form. Additionalpo-
tentials are easily added to the code, and users can implement
specialized potentials in plugins (seesection 7).
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Various types of constraints are also available. Simulations
can optionally run in a 2D plane [39], or for a group of particles
constrained to the surface of a sphere [24, 25]. Particles may
also be constrained together into rigid bodies [8, 16, 26, 28, 33–
35]. See our publication ref. [47] for implementation details.

Integration methods are applied to selected groups of parti-
cles, and any number may be active at a time. This enables
mixed ensembles, fixed particles [23, 37], moving boundary
layers [4, 39] and more.

FIRE [59] allows energy minimization runs to be performed
with only minimal amount of code built on top of NVE integra-
tion, and it works for rigid bodies [47] and free particles.

Some simulations [7, 8], have a large number of exclusions,
but the original method of processing them was limited to
four due to performance concerns. We remove the limit with
a generic solution that processes exclusions in batches, soit
gracefully degrades in performance as more are added.

HOOMD-blue also performs Dissipative Particle Dynamics,
commonly used for polymer simulations [13, 21, 22, 25], and
sometimes used in other types of simulations [37]. See our pub-
lication ref. [58] for implementation details.

3.3. Contributions

HOOMD-blue is open source code and contains many contri-
butions from outside of Michigan. The following people have
submitted their modifications back to the developers with per-
mission to release their work in HOOMD-blue. The Angle, Di-
hedral, and Improper and CGCMM coarse-grained potentials
are contributed by Axel Kohlmeyer, David LeBard and Ben
Levine from the ICMS group at Temple University [3]. EAM
functionality is contributed by Igor Morozov, Andrey Kazen-
nov, Roman Bystryi, from the Joint Institute for High Tem-
peratures of RAS [40]. PPPM electrostatics is contributed by
Stephen Barr from Princeton University and Philipp Mertmann
from Ruhr University Bochum [7]. The Yukawa and Morse po-
tentials are contributed by Rastko Sknepnek from Northwest-
ern, as is the original NPT integrator. The Berendsen ther-
mostat is contributed by Brandon Denis Smith from the Non-
equilibrium Gas and Plasma Dynamics Laboratory at the Uni-
versity of Michigan. Smith also contributed a patch that en-
ables full double precision computations in HOOMD-blue GPU
code. Jens Glaser from the Morse group at the University of
Minnesota contributed NPH integration, modified the code to
compute the full pressure tensor, enabled the dynamic insertion
and removal of bonds, a new NPT integrator, and is currently
working on MPI domain decomposition and triclinic simula-
tion boxes. Jens Glaser and Pavani Medapuram from the Morse
group contributed the external potential framework.

4. Performance improvements

Code does not exist in a vacuum. Performance of a code does
not remain fixed at levels published years ago. Code exists in
an ecosystem of hardware, compilers, and developers. All three
contribute to performance improvements over time. To exam-
ine these factors, we run a single benchmark for all versionsof

HOOMD
version

G92
(9800
GTX)

G200
(S1070)

GF100
(GTX
580)

GK110
(GTX
Titan)

NVCC
version

0.7.0 167 212 461 2.2
0.7.1 167 212 465 2.2
0.8.0 190 243 399 2.2
0.8.1 196 278 417 2.2
0.8.2 198 278 420 2.2
0.9.0 205 295 544 3.0
0.9.1 206 290 725 3.0
0.9.2 195 302 787 3.2
0.10.0 194 301 757 4.0
0.10.1 194 300 757 4.0
0.11.3 1270 5.0

Table 1: Absolute performance of of the LJ liquid benchmark (in time steps per
second) as a function of HOOMD-blue version and on three major GPU gen-
erations. Bold numbers indicate the first version of HOOMD-blue to officially
support each GPU architecture. Note that even the oldest version of HOOMD
compiled with an old version of CUDA still runs on recent hardware, though
upgrading to the latest version of HOOMD-blue offers significant performance
improvements. GK110 results were only recorded on the latest version.

HOOMD-blue on three generations of GPUs: G92, G200, and
GF100.

The benchmark is aN = 64000 particle Lennard-Jones fluid
at packing fractionφP = 0.20, with rcut = 3.0 at a reduced tem-
peraturekbT = 1.2 (Algorithm 1). This is the same benchmark
used in ref. [46] to show a directly comparable improvement
over time. Some may criticize the choice ofrcut = 3.0 and pre-
fer the more popular value of 2.5. HOOMD-blue is certainly
capable of such a simulation and will run faster as a result, but
the trends discussed here do not change significantly. Read-
ers wishing to reproduce these performance results for com-
parison are welcome to. Simply download the latest version
of HOOMD-blue and run the accompanying benchmark script.
By the time this article is published, the included performance
numbers will already be out of date. We post additional bench-
marks to our website [1], you may find a benchmark more rele-
vant to your research there.

Table 1lists the results of our benchmarking. First, look at
how far we have come. Today, version 0.11.3 executes this
benchmark at 1270 steps per second on a GK110 (GTX Titan).
That is 6.35 times faster than the 200 steps per second obtained
on the 8800 GTX (G80) GPU in ref. [46], or 7.6 time faster
than the 9800 GTX (G92). A G80 GPU is no longer available
for testing, so we make all further comparisons against G92,a
slightly smaller version of the same generation.

4.1. Faster hardware

The biggest performance increases come from the GPU hard-
ware itself. Each new generation is capable of processing more
work in parallel and adds new capabilities that enable new and
faster algorithms. Fixing the code version to 0.10.1 and com-
paring just GPUs inTable 1, G200 is 1.54 times faster than G92
and GF100 is 2.52 times faster than G200. Moore’s law is alive
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and well in GPUs and still equates to a doubling in performance
each generation.

Some of these performance boosts come “for free”. For ex-
ample, version 0.7.1 was released before G200 cards existed,
yet it runs 27% faster on G200 than on G92. Similarly, Version
0.8.2 came out prior to GF100 hardware, and runs 51% faster
on it when compared to G200.

Figure 3is an alternate view of the data inTable 1. It chooses
the first HOOMD-blue release that supports a given hardware
generation as a baseline and plots relative performance im-
provements from that. The figure shows how performance on
fixed hardware has varied over time due to other factors.

As discussed in ref. [46], tuning the kernel block size and
rbuff values do not change the correctness of the simulation, but
do have a large effect on the performance. In each case, the
first release to specifically support a new hardware generation
has these parameters tuned specifically for that hardware. For
example, the 30% performance boost on GF100 from version
0.8.2 to 0.9.0 is due entirely to parameter tuning.

4.2. Better compilers

New compilers are also a source of performance improve-
ment. There have been fifteen public releases of CUDA to date.
Each new release supplies support for new hardware features
and comes with improvements to the optimizer. These improve-
ments are small but measurable, and add up over time. For
example, recompiling and retuning version 0.10.1 with CUDA
4.1 nets a 3.1% rise in performance. Unfortunately, not every
change boosts performance. The 4% performance loss from
version 0.9.2 to 0.10.0 (on GF100) results from the CUDA ver-
sion upgrade.

4.3. Improving code

Compiler optimizers can make only small tweaks to the order
of machine instructions, register allocation, and so forth. They
are far more limited than the programmer, who can reorganize
data structures, make changes to thread work assignment, or
implement whole new algorithms. Improvements to the code
can have a profound effect on performance. Every new release
of HOOMD-blue contains numerous changes that boost perfor-
mance in small ways. Much of the slow upward track of G92
and G200 performance comes from code changes, totaling 23%
up from the baseline.

The biggest of these changes is a complete rewrite of the
neighbor list generation code. In the original version [46], one
block is executed per cell and shared memory is used to stage
memory reads from other cells. There is a big problem with this
for a general purpose code. User chosen parameters can result
in anywhere from two up to hundreds of particles in each cell.
In the small cases, there are many threads left doing nothing. In
the large cases, the cells do not even fit in shared memory. The
solution is to break up the computation further to run one thread
per particle and rely on the texture cache for the neighboring
cell reads. This change alone provides the 14% performance
increase from 0.7.1 to 0.8.0 on G92. Rapaport independently
arrived at the same improved algorithm [60].

G200 is only a small architectural tweak from G92. Most of
the changes tested on one also benefitted the other, as can be
seen by the parallel tracks inFigure 3. In contrast, the cache
hierarchy on GF100 makes a big leap forward. A second com-
plete rewrite of the cell and neighbor list code, with this cache in
mind, grants the 33% performance increase from version 0.9.0
to 0.9.1.
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4.3.1. Neighbor list optimizations

Algorithm 2 Generate cell list

Require: gdim is ⌈ N
bdim
⌉

Require: Particles are in a box extending from~b to ~b + ~L
Require: (sx, sy, sz) = (mx,my,mz)/~L
Require: celln is cleared to zero prior to the kernel launch

1: i← bdim · bid + tid
2: if i ≥ N then
3: return
4: end if
5: ~R⇐ pos[i]
6: ~r ← ~r + ~b
7: cx ← ⌊rx · sx⌋
8: cy ← ⌊ry · sy⌋
9: cz← ⌊rz · sz⌋

10: n⇐ atomicInc(celln[cx, cy, cz])
11: (~R, i)⇒ celldata[n, cx, cy, cz]

Two aspects of GF100’s cache enable this large performance
gain. First, atomic operations are performed in on-chip L2
cache and thus execute fast. This enables a simple cell list ker-
nel, Algorithm 2. It runs one thread per particle (lines 1–4).
The assigned particle is read from global memory (line 5), and
its cell index computed (lines 6-9). An atomic increment adds
1 to the count of particles in that cell,celln. The atomic oper-
ation reserves a space in the cell list and ensures that all threads
inserting into the same cell are resolved correctly, thoughthe or-
der of entries is undefined. Finally, both the position and index
are written into the cell data structurecelldata at the reserved
location.

Algorithm 2 on GF100 is about 10 times faster than com-
puting the cell list on the host. It provides further perfor-
mance gains because it removes the need for host/device mem-
ory copies, and mitigates the performance lost to the serialbot-
tleneck, as it accelerates one of the two steps that ref. [46] left
on the CPU. HOOMD-blue can now perform hundreds of steps
fully on the GPU with no host interaction. The last step left on
the CPU is the SFCPACK sort [46]. It requires very little pro-
cessing, but is becoming a serial bottleneck as GPUs get faster.
We have not taken the time to implement it on the GPU yet, but
Colberg has [57].

Algorithm 3 takes the outputcelldata and uses it to com-
pute the neighbor list. It also executes only one thread per parti-
cle (lines 1–4) and starts by computing the particle’s cell index
(lines 5–9). Then it loops over all 27 adjacent cells (line 11).
Cell adjacency may be simple to compute on the fly, but doing
so requires storing and looping over all three cell indices.The
increased register pressure reduces performance significantly.
Instead, we read precomputed adjacent cell indices on the GPU
(line 12). Next, the kernel loops over all particles in the adja-
cent cell (line 14), reads in the position and index (line 15), and
tests if it passes the cutoff (line 16–17). Neighboring particles
are appended to the neighbor list data structurenlist (lines
18–19). Finally, the total number of neighbors in the list is
written tonlistn (line 22). In this simplification of the actual

Algorithm 3 Generate neighbor list

Require: gdim is ⌈ N
bdim
⌉

Require: Particles are in a box extending from~b to~b + ~L
Require: (sx, sy, sz) = (mx,my,mz)/~L

1: i← bdim · bid + tid
2: if i ≥ N then
3: return
4: end if
5: ~Ri ⇐ pos[i]
6: ~Rtmp← ~Ri + ~b
7: cx ← ⌊Rtmp,x · sx⌋
8: cy ← ⌊Rtmp,y · sy⌋
9: cz← ⌊Rtmp,z · sz⌋

10: nneigh← 0
11: for a ∈ [0 . . .27) do
12: (dx, dy, dz)⇐ celladj[a, cx, cy, cz]
13: nd⇐ celln[dx, dy, dz]
14: for o ∈ [0 . . .nd) do
15: (~R j, j)⇐ celldata[n, dx, dy, dz]
16: ~r ← minimage(~Ri − ~R j)
17: if

∣

∣

∣~r
∣

∣

∣ < rmax and i , j then
18: j⇒ nlist[i, nneigh]
19: nneigh← nneigh+ 1
20: end if
21: end for
22: nneigh⇒ nlistn[i]
23: end for

code, we do not show the overflow detection or other specific
features such as exclusions.

Data structures and their layout in memory are critically im-
portant to the performance of the code. Cell adjacency is stored
in a 4D matrix,celladj[a, cx, cy, cz], wherea is the fastest in-
dex. The cell data itself is stored in the same layout. Due to the
SFCPACK sort [46], threads within the same block are likely
to be assigned to particles within the same cell, or nearby cells.
So most of the threads in a block are likely accessing the same
indices incelladj andcelldata, utilizing the L1 cache ef-
fectively. Furthermore, threads are likely to find data already
in cache as they loop over the fast index. Combined, these re-
sult in a 96% cache hit ratio. We performed benchmarks with
different memory layouts and determined this is the fastest per-
forming one.

The neighbor listnlist is stored as a 2D sparse matrix with
the particle index as the fast index, the same as in ref. [46].
Threads in a warp will find neighbors at different points in the
loop so theirnneigh counters will not be synchronized. The
write on line 19 is thus a scattered write and a big bottleneck
in Algorithm 3. Unfortunately, GF100 does not have enough
shared memory to regularize the write.

5. Usability enhancements

We put as much effort into designing usable interfaces as we
do to performance. When simulations run fast, the speed at
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which the researcher can interpret the output and prepare new
simulations becomes a limiting factor. Every new feature in-
corporated into HOOMD-blue is carefully planned and all po-
tential use-cases are considered so that the interface exposed to
users is as simple and elegant as possible.

5.1. Python job scripts

HOOMD-blue is a script driven simulation engine. Users
can combine any number of its features together and control
them with a single script file. Scripts can also read and writeall
particle, rigid body, and bond connectivity properties.

Job scripts are Python scripts. Python, a fully featured object
oriented programming language, enables users to perform ad-
vanced tasks from within their job. For example, the initialcon-
figuration of the system can be set using Python code. Complex
analysis can also be performed while the simulation is running.

In the design phase we first chose to have this flexibility, then
we examined various options that would enable that. A custom
script language was not considered because of the development
effort needed to implement it. Python is our tool of choice be-
cause of its widespread adoption, beautiful syntax, and excel-
lent integration with C++.

All of the high performance code in HOOMD-blue is writ-
ten in C++ and CUDA, and all of the user interface elements
in Python. This clear delineation proves very useful and en-
ables a rapid development cycle. Core C++ data structures and
compute kernels are written with only performance in mind and
do not need a nice or stable interface. Python control code can
be prototyped quickly and insulate users from any underlying
changes. Over HOOMD-blue’s history, the internal C++ in-
terface has changed drastically numerous times, but users have
been able to run existing job scripts relatively unmodified.

5.2. Documentation

Documentation is important both to users and developers.
Users need to know what the software is capable of and how
to instruct it to perform their simulations. Developers need to
understand the overall design of the code, how data structures
are laid out, and the details of every computation. Both types
of documentation exist as comments in the code. Doxygen [61]
generates release quality documents from the comments thatare
cross-referenced and easily navigable. We use it to create PDF
and web page documentation, which are posted online [1].

Figure 1shows how the amount of documentation has in-
creased over time. In the current code base, there are approxi-
mately 80000 lines of code, 36000 lines of developer documen-
tation and 12000 lines of user documentation.

HOOMD-blue’s user documentation is extensive. It contains
everything a user needs to know to get started, including a list
of required hardware and software, installation instructions, and
a tutorial introduction to job scripts. A large set of example
scripts show how various features operate. The examples are
cross-linked with the detailed descriptions for each script com-
mand. All commands are listed in an index with links to each
command’s documentation page where the commands syntax,
parameters, and all options are described.

5.3. Operating system support

HOOMD-blue is supported on most flavors of Linux and
Mac OS X. We provide binary packages that users can down-
load and easily install on their machine. The documentation
also includes detailed instructions on compiling HOOMD-blue
so that users can build from source if they choose.

5.4. Integrate with external tools

HOOMD-blue integrates well with other tools. Trajectories
are written in the DCD file format. DCD is a common format
and many analysis and visualization codes, such as VMD, read
it. Python job scripts can import any external tools writtenin
Python and directly interface with them for simulation set up
and analysis.

VMD is capable of connecting directly to a running simula-
tion over a simple network protocol called Interactive Molecu-
lar Dynamics (IMD). HOOMD-blue provides an IMD module
so that VMD users can make use of this functionality. VMD
also has a file reader plugin, written by Axel Kohlmeyer, that
can read and write HOOMD-blue’s native XML file format.

6. Maintenance

Not all of the changes that go into HOOMD-blue enable sci-
ence, enhance performance, or boost usability. Constant main-
tenance updates are also performed. Maintenance is needed to
fix bugs and keep software running correctly as libraries and
compilers evolve. We also continually review the code base
and modify it to keep it clean and readable so that future de-
velopers can understand it. Changes are also needed to support
new hardware.

7. Code extensions

HOOMD-blue’s simulation engine is written with a modu-
lar and object oriented design. Common software engineering
practices are employed to enable a flexible design with minimal
dependancies between separate modules. This makes it easy for
developers to change or add new features without requiring sig-
nificant changes in the code.

Users can write plugins that implement specific functionality
needed for their research. Plugins exist outside of HOOMD-
blue and are imported into a job script using python’s dynamic
module loading capabilities. Users can easily update to a new
version of HOOMD-blue without needing to maintain and up-
date a patch.

The most common user task is adding a pair potential specific
to their research. HOOMD-blue uses functors and templates to
make this as easy as possible. All a user needs to do is write
a small functor class that computesV(r) and− 1

r
dV
dr , and the

template pair potential class does the rest.
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8. Validation tests

Extensive validation tests are performed on HOOMD-blue to
ensure that the code is correct when written and remains cor-
rect as it is maintained. The importance of the latter is not
overlooked as code changes in unrelated modules can some-
times come together to cause incorrect behavior. Validation
tests must be repeatable and have a well-defined answer com-
puted by some means external to the code.

We use two types of tests common in software engineering
practice to validate HOOMD-blue.

8.1. Unit tests
A white box unit test is written for each module in HOOMD-

blue. It is designed with knowledge of how the module is im-
plemented and sufficient cases are tested so as to exercise all of
the possible code paths that the module can take.

For example, a unit test for the Lennard-Jones pair force class
creates a system with six particles in it. Some of these interact
across periodic boundary conditions while others interactdi-
rectly. It then sets the potential parametersε, σ, and rcut to
different values and verifies that the correct force is computed
each time. The correct force is determined in each case by hand
with a calculator. As an added test, a large random configu-
ration of particles is generated and the force computed by the
CPU and GPU compared. If any of the values is outside of a
tolerance from the correct value, the test fails.

Each and every class in HOOMD-blue is tested in this way.
In total, there are more than 2000 independent tests in version
0.10.1’s unit test suite. These cover more than 100 classes.All
these tests run nightly on the latest development version ofthe
code. They are run on five different build configurations each
on Mac, various flavors of Linux, and all supported GPU gener-
ations. One batch of tests is even run through valgrind to detect
any uninitialized memory reads or out of bounds accesses. Test
results are uploaded to a website dashboard where they can be
monitored. Any test failure is counted as a bug and we work to
fix them as soon as they appear.

8.2. System integration tests
Unit tests show that each individual component works inde-

pendently. To show that the entire system is valid when put
together, we also perform black box system integration tests.
Black box tests assume no knowledge about how the system
works. Simulation parameters are entered into a job script and
output files analyzed, the same way a user would run HOOMD-
blue.

In this paper, we choose to validate HOOMD-blue using the
simple Lennard-Jones liquid. We plan to perform more system
integration testing using other features, such as polymer and
rigid body systems. Future test results will be published on
the HOOMD-blue website [1] and used to validate each new
release version.

In a complicated system of interacting code modules, there is
no way to prove that a given code is correct. Instead, we com-
pare against a baseline. LAMMPS [62] is an actively devel-
oped general purpose MD code. We run the same simulations
in HOOMD-blue and LAMMPS and compare the results.

We use the same methodology to also validate that HOOMD-
blue running on the GPU produces the same results as on the
CPU. Specifically, in versions 0.11.x and earlier, HOOMD-
blue only computed values in single precision on the GPU. For
some applications, double precision may be warranted citeCol-
berg2011.

8.2.1. Test setup
Our test procedure is as follows. First,N particles are ran-

domly placed in a cubic simulation box at number densityρ.
The shifted Lennard-Jones pair potential

V(r) = Vlj (r) − Vlj (rcut)

is applied between every pair of particles, where

Vlj (r) = 4ε
[

(

σ
r

)12
− α
(

σ
r

)6
]

r < rcut

= 0 r ≥ rcut

A run of 106 steps in the NVT ensemble at temperatureT ther-
malizes the system. Then, any net momentum is removed from
the system and an input file is written.

Next, four separate simulations are all started from the same
input file. One uses the Nosé-Hoover NVT integrator at temper-
atureT , one uses NPT at pressurePset, one is performed in the
NVE ensemble and one is performed with Langevin dynamics.
Thermodynamic quantities are logged every 500 time steps and
trajectory configurations saved every 100000. The parameters
have valuesN = 5000,ρ = 0.4/σ3, rcut = 2.5σ, kBT/ε = 1,
Pset = 0.06/(σ3/ε) and a step size ofδt = 0.005τ. The time
constants for NVT and NPT are all set to 1.0. They are run for
an additional 20· 106 steps.

Finally, a short NVE run of only 10τ is performed at vari-
ous values ofδt to show energy conservation. These runs log
thermodynamic quantities at every step.

This process is repeated eight times each with different ran-
dom number seeds. Statistics are computed over all eidght runs.
The mean values are reported with error bars of two standard
errors of the mean (two standard deviations divided by

√
8).

In all runs, the basic thermodynamic quantities of kinetic en-
ergyK, total energyE, pressureP, and densityρ are computed
instantaneously at the time of logging and written to a file. Ad-
ditionally, the mean squared displacement [63]

〈 ~r(t)
2
〉 = 1

N

N
∑

i=1

[

~ri(t) − ~ri(0)
]2

is computed and saved.
An approximate diffusion coefficientD is determined by the

coefficient to the best line fit of〈 ~r(t)
2
〉 vs. t. Heat capacity is

easily computed from fluctuations in the energy

CV

kB
=
〈E2〉 − 〈E〉2

(kBT )2
.

Lastly, the pair distribution functiong(r) is determined in the
usual manner from particle positions.[63]
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Short term energy fluctuations are characterized by the stan-
dard deviation over the mean energy in the short runs. Energy
and momentum drifts in the long runs are determined from a
best line fit

X(t) = X(0)+ Xdrift · t,

whereX is either the total system energyE or the average sys-
tem momentump.

8.2.2. Test results
The comparison of thermodynamic quantities are posted on

the HOOMD-blue website[1] and we plan to update it with val-
idation studies on each new release version of HOOMD-blue.

Table 2shows the conservation tests determined during NVE
simulations. Simulations with the shifted Lennard-Jones poten-
tial show identical energy fluctuation and drift values within er-
ror bars. Momentum conservation is the first quantity where
values differ. Single precision runs drift at approximately
10−10mσ/τ2, and double precision runs drift 10 orders of mag-
nitude slower. While the drift in single precision is detectable,
it is still very small. It would take 2· 1010 time steps (231 days
of run time at 1000 TPS) for it to reach a value of 0.01mσ/τ.
The energy drift is worse, taking only 2·107 steps to accumulate
to a value of 0.01ǫ.

However, the energy drift is not a result of the code, hard-
ware, or the choice of precision, it is the same for all builds
tested, including double precision. Rather, it is the choice of
rcut, δt and the shifted Lennard Jones potential. Cutting off and
shifting the potential introduces a discontinuity in the deriva-
tives ofV(r). This breaks the assumption made in the numerical
methods underlying MD thatV(r) is continuous and infinitely
differentiable everywhere. Choosing a largerrcut or smallerδt
decreases the drift by an order of magnitude or more. We select
rcut = 2.5 andδt = 0.005 because these are values commonly
used in the literature for research problems. Energy conserva-
tion can also be improved significantly by smoothingV(r) so
that its first derivative goes to 0 atr = rcut. Smoothing is often
employed in studies of dense liquids. HOOMD-blue offers the
XPLOR smoothing function (also used in NAMD) which users
can choose to enable. XPLOR modifies the potential to

V(r) = Vlj (r) · S (r)

where

S (r) = 1 r < ron

=
(r2

cut−r2)2·(r2
cut+2r2−3r2

on)
(r2

cut−r2
on)3 ron ≤ r ≤ rcut

= 0 r > rcut

.
The bottom half ofTable 2shows the results of the conser-

vation test with XPLOR smoothing enabled atron = 3/2σ. En-
ergy fluctuations and momentum conservation are almost iden-
tical within error bars to runs with the shifted potential. The
single precision builds have an energy drift one order of mag-
nitude smaller than with the shifted potential. And the double

precision build gains another order of magnitude improvement
down to 10−10ε/τ.

Colberg and Höfling perform a similar validation study on
their GPU MD code, HALMD [57]. They report momen-
tum and energy drift rates of approximately 10−10mσ/τ2 and
10−7ε/τ for a Lennard-Jones system atρ = 0.75/σ3, kBT/ε =
1.12,rcut = 2.5σ, δt = 0.001τ, and using a different smoothing
function. These match the values we obtain for the shifted po-
tential system at a much higherδt, and our XPLOR smoothed
runs exhibit two orders of magnitude smaller energy drifts.

Colberg and Höfling find 10−7ε/τ too large for their de-
tailed study of diffusion in glasses and implement a double-
single precision mode. Double-single arithmetic uses two sin-
gle precision floating point values to increase precision, though
not to the same level as full double precision. They keep the
force computation in single precision, but use double-single in
the force accumulation and integration steps. Using it drops
their momentum drift rate down two orders of magnitude to
10−12mσ/τ2, which is much higher than what we observe in full
double precision builds. Using double-single also lowers their
energy drift rate to undetectable levels smaller than 10−8ε/τ,
however they only run a very short simulation of 105 steps from
which it is hard to draw conclusions about slow drifts. We ex-
tend our CPU double precision XPLOR run out to 200· 106

steps to more accurately evaluate the drift.Figure 4plots one
selected run for each drift, andTable 2 includes the updated
values.

9. Conclusions

HOOMD-blue is the first general purpose MD code built
from the ground up with GPU acceleration, and has been ac-
tively developed since March 2007. It is a powerful research
tool that makes the computational power of a CPU cluster avail-
able on the desktop, and for a lower price tag. Many researchers
are taking advantage of that to run more, bigger, or longer sim-
ulations than was previously feasible.

Throughout these last six years, the developers have added
numerous features that enable research simulations while at the
same time optimizing the code to run faster and take the most
advantage of each new GPU hardware generation. The new fea-
tures are important to those that need them, but degrading ev-
eryone’s simulation performance for the benefit of a few is not
acceptable. Each enhancement to HOOMD-blue is performed
in such a way that performance only changes when optional
features are enabled. This is evident in that the historicalbench-
marks show performance regressions in two cases only, one re-
sulting from the CUDA compiler, and one from a conscious
choice to no longer optimize for old G92 hardware.

Occasionally a complete rewrite of performance critical ker-
nels is needed so that it maps well to the latest hardware, but
this effort is well worth it, resulting in 20–50% performance
improvements in typical benchmarks. New GPU hardware is
released every year, and the HOOMD-blue developers are com-
mitted to reaching the highest possible simulation performance
on each.
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|∆E/E| Edrift/(N/ε/τ) pdrift/(mσ/τ2)

shift

CPU-DP 2.0 (1) · 10−5 1.2 (3) · 10−7 0.6 (4) · 10−19

CPU-SP 2.0 (1) · 10−5 1.2 (3) · 10−7 0.8 (2) · 10−10

G200-SP 2.03 (8)· 10−5 0.9 (2) · 10−7 1.0 (3) · 10−10

GF100-DP 2.03 (8)· 10−5 1.3 (1) · 10−7 0.8 (2) · 10−19

GF100-SP 2.0 (1) · 10−5 0.9 (3) · 10−7 1.0 (3) · 10−10

xplor

CPU-DP 1.90 (9)· 10−5 0.3 (1) · 10−9 1.6 (10)· 10−20

CPU-SP 1.93 (7)· 10−5 1.1 (2) · 10−8 0.7 (1) · 10−10

G200-SP 1.90 (3)· 10−5 3.8 (2) · 10−8 1.0 (3) · 10−10

GF100-DP 1.94 (6)· 10−5 0.8 (3) · 10−9 1.1 (4) · 10−19

GF100-SP 1.89 (5)· 10−5 2.0 (2) · 10−8 0.7 (1) · 10−10

Table 2: Energy conservation, energy drift, and momentum drift validation test results for the LJ liquid in the NVE ensemble. The simulation parameters are
N = 5000,ρ = 0.4/σ3, rcut = 2.5σ, kBT/ε = 1, andδt = 0.005τ. Several short runs of 10τ are made at variusδt from an equilibrated configuration to evaluate the
energy fluctuations. Drifts are measured as a best line fit over 10· 106 steps. Results are an averaged over 8 independent sets of runs with different initial conditions.
The number in parentheses indicates 2 standard errors of themean in the last displayed digit. SP indicates a single precision execution and DP indicates double
precision.
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Figure 4: Plots for selected xplor conservation runs used inTable 2. (a) Energy fluctuations in short runs. (b) Energy drift in long runs (c) Momentum drift in long
runs.

We value easy to use and extendable code design as much as
we do performance. A significant amount of effort is put into
the class structure and use cases of every piece of HOOMD-
blue so that future development can easily modify and expand
on it. Similarly, the command syntax is carefully planned so
that users can set any option with a simple, succinct job script.
A simple, elegant interface reduces the time it takes a user to
configure their simulations. Complexity only leads to time con-
suming work and more opportunities for errors.

Simulation results are no good if they are not correct.
HOOMD-blue developers perform extensive validation testing
on every part of the code. Automated tests run each night to
alert us when we make a change that creates a bug.

System integration tests demonstrate that HOOMD-blue in
any build configuration, and on any hardware, produces the
same results to a high degree of accuracy. No detectable dif-
ference in thermodynamic quantities is seen between any build
configuration of HOOMD-blue, including the default mode of
all single precision computations on the GPU. In simulations
with typical parameters used in current research projects,the
only noticeable change from single to double precision is that a
barely noticeable momentum drift disappears. These tests pro-
vide a high degree of confidence that HOOMD-blue performs

correct results and is a production quality code.

Despite all the work that has been done, there is always room
for improvement. As careful code is tested, there are still rare
corner cases that trigger incorrect behavior. Continued code
maintenance is needed to fix these bugs and to add support for
new hardware, linux flavors, library and compiler versions.The
latest GPU generation, Kepler GK110, is now available, and
it is a moderate change from GF100. The current version of
HOOMD-blue runs on it, of course, but performance tuning
and code optimization needs to be done to obtain the fastest
performance.

When one GPU is not fast enough, two or more are an op-
tion. So far, all HOOMD-blue releases run only on a single
GPU. Jens Glaser from the University of Minnesota has sub-
mitted a patch that enables domain decomposition simulations
in HOOMD-blue using MPI. We see strong scaling down to
20,000 particles per GPU.

We have usability improvements and other new features
planned as well. The most extensive is a new binary file format
that will enable efficiently saving trajectories containing any
properties of particles and rigid bodies. Users will be ableto
use this for offline analysis of simulations where particle types
change over time, or to easily compute order parameters of rigid
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body orientations, for example.
Expect to see all of these changes, as well as many more

to enable new types of simulations, in future versions of
HOOMD-blue.
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